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Abstract
The variable demand of the energy market makes that the hydraulic turbines to work at different regimes, which includes
regimes far from the best efficiency point. The vortex rope which is developed at partial flow rates is responsible for large pressure
pulsations, breakdowns of runner blades or leads to the power swing phenomenon. A novel method to mitigate the vortex rope and
its consequences introduced by Resiga et al. is to inject an axial water jet to the runner crown downstream in the draft tube cone.
In this purpose a special test rig was developed at Politehnica University of Timisoara in order to investigate different flow control
techniques. Consequently, a vortex rope like in Francis turbine cone at 70% partial discharge is generated on the test section from
the test rig. In order to investigate the new jet control method an auxiliary circuit was design and built which supply with water the
jet. The paper will present our experimental investigations of the jet control method for swirling flow with vortex rope. The
experimental investigation consists by the measurements and analysis of the mean velocity and also of velocity fluctuations. From
the measurements of the mean velocity from the test section is observed the stagnation region in the case of swirling flow with
vortex rope and elimination once that the water is injected. From the measurements of velocity fluctuations in different points
from survey axis is analysed the reduction of the velocity pulsations were the water is injected. However from the first analysis of
pressure fluctuations is observed a sudden drop when the jet is injected and is expected that this sudden drop to be find also in
velocity fluctuations.
Keywords: vortex rope, water jet method, LDV measurements, velocity fluctuations.

1. Introduction
The swirling flow emerging from a Francis turbine runner has a major influence of the flow downstream in the cone and it produces
flow instabilities leading to pressure fluctuations and ultimately to the draft tube surge [13]. The swirling flow in the draft tube develops
a precessing helical vortex (also known as vortex rope) when the Francis turbines operate at part discharge. Consequently, the vortex
rope generates pressure fluctuations, hydraulic losses and power oscillations. Cracks or removal of the runner blades is a effect of
working at partial discharge with vortex rope [6]. By understand the physics of the phenomena in the conical diffuser of draft tube of
Francis turbine was tried to identify the flow hydrodynamics from velocity and pressure measurements.
In order to obtain a full velocity field at the runner outlet in the conical diffuser of the draft tube of a Francis turbine, Tridon et al. [16]
performed LDV and PIV measurements including measurements of the radial velocity component for different operating domains. The
radial velocity component is needed in order to initialise properly the numerical simulations and its influence is important in spite of its
small magnitude. From the analysis of all three velocity components is observed that the flow under the runner for the investigated
turbine is far to be axisymmetric, the experimental results being included in the boundary conditions for unsteady numerical
simulations. Also an experimental investigation of unsteady pressure measurements for a large hydraulic turbine at part load has been
investigated in site by Wang et al. [17]. The measurements at part load operation reveal a low frequency around 1/3 of runner rotation
frequency corresponding to the vortex rope. Extensive unsteady wall pressure measurements in the elbow draft tube of hydraulic
Francis turbine model at partial discharge is performed by Arpe et al. [1]. The modulations between the frequency of the runner and
frequency with the vortex rope precession frequency are pointed out. The phase shift analysis performed for 2.5 times the runner
frequency enables the identification of a pressure wave propagation phenomenon and indicates the location of the corresponding
pressure fluctuation excitation source in the elbow; hydro acoustic waves propagate from this source both upstream and
downstream the draft tube.
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For mitigating the instabilities produced by the vortex rope, different methods were tested: aerators mounted at the inlet of the cone,
stabilizer fins or runner cone extensions [14]. Numerical simulation of a Francis turbine was performed by Qian et al. [10], in order to
investigate the air admission from the spindle hole. The analysis of pressure pulsations reveals that the amplitude and the pressure
difference in the horizontal section of the draft tube decreases while the blade frequency one increase. Therefore proper air discharge to
eliminate the pressure pulsation in the draft tube cone of hydraulic turbine should be chosen. However these methods lead to some
improvements in reducing the pressure pulsations for a narrow operating regime, for other operating regimes they are not effective or
even increase the unwanted effects.
Resiga et al. [11] proposed a new method in order to mitigate the vortex rope: water jet injected through the crown of the runner,
along to the discharge cone axis. An experimental test rig was developed at the Hydraulic Machines Laboratory from the “Politehnica”
University of Timisoara in order to investigate this new method. The test rig is used to determine the parameters of the swirling flow
with vortex rope and the optimum water jet in order to mitigate the pressure fluctuations. Three-dimensional numerical investigations
have been performed by Muntean et al. [7], [8] in order to understand the physics of the phenomena. These numerical simulations were
focused on the decelerated swirling flow with well developed vortex rope into a conical diffuser as well as with water jet control
method. The unsteady pressure was recorded in four locations on the diffuser wall then the pressure signals were analyzed using
Fourier transform. As a result, amplitude and frequency of pressure fluctuations decreased while the jet discharge is increased. Another
analysis determined the static and kinetic heads behaviour into the conical diffuser, as well as energy loss coefficient and the kinetic-tostatic head conversion. It was shown numerically that the jet injection leads to a decrease in the overall hydraulic losses in the conical
diffuser, while improving the kinetic-to-static head conversion. Numerical investigation of the physical characteristics of the flow in a
Francis turbine draft tube reveals that the swirling flow is unstable leading to a strong vortex rope with severe pressure fluctuations [18].
From the analysis of jet injection method was concluded the pressure fluctuations diminish in all draft tube domain.
The paper presents our experimental investigation of the swirling flow with vortex rope in order to assess the benefits of the water
injection method. In the second section of the paper is presented the experimental test rig and the swirl apparatus in order to generate
swirling flow, section 3 presents the experimental equipment for velocity measurements and section 4 present the analysis of the
velocity measurements. The conclusions are drawn in the last section.

2. Experimental facility
The experimental test rig was designed to investigate the decelerated swirling flow with vortex rope in a conical diffuser and
also to investigate the new flow control method with axial water jet injection. As shown in Fig. 1(left), the test rig has two circuits:
the main circuit (blue) which is used to generate the swirling flow and the auxiliary circuit (red) which is used to supply with
water the jet. The main circuit is a closed loop with a 4 m3 main reservoir, a main pump with variable speed, and a secondary
reservoir that provides a uniform flow upstream of the swirl apparatus. The flow rate is measured with an electromagnetic flow
meter with higher accuracy of 0.3%. The auxiliary circuit has a smaller pump with variable speed and a turbine flow meter with
0.05% accuracy to measure the flow rate. The swirl apparatus, Fig. 1 right, is an original design which reproduces the actual
swirling flow encountered in a real Francis turbine operated at partial discharge [1] , [5], [14].

Fig. 1. Closed loop experimental test rig and the swirl apparatus with the main parts: swirl generator and the test section
The main part of the experimental facility is the swirl apparatus. The swirl apparatus serve to generate a swirling flow
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encountered from a real Francis turbine operated at partial discharge and help to convert the energy at the outlet by a conical
diffuser similar with the draft tube cone of a Francis turbine.
The swirl generator started with a fixed blade (guide vanes) which produces a tangential component to the flow, while the axial
component of the velocity is practically constant. However, in real turbines operated at partial load is a velocity deficit (for both
axial and circumferential components) near the hub, with a corresponding excess near the shroud. As a result a second row of
rotating blades is used to create a velocity deficit near to the hub and a velocity excess near to the shroud. So the free runner blades
will act as a turbine close to hub and as a pump close to shroud. The swirl generator ends with a nozzle which allows supplying
with water the jet at the inlet in the conical diffuser.
The test section retains only the draft tube cone from the draft tube of hydraulic turbines. It was considering only this element
because in the draft tube cone the losses depending by the flow discharge varies very much in comparison with other elements
from the hydraulic system [17]. Our test section was design to have a convergent part (where the flow is accelerated) and a
divergent part (where the flow is decelerated) similar with the draft tube cone, having the same cone angle (8.5°).

3. Laser Doppler Velocimetry instrumentation
The velocity measurements were performed on three optical windows from the test section. First window is located in the
convergent part of the test section, downstream of the swirl generator. The main goal is to check the velocity profiles before to
enter in the conical diffuser. The next two windows are located in divergent part of the test section, similar with the draft tube cone
from a hydraulic turbine. The second window (we named window 1) is mounted close to the inlet in our conical diffuser, and the
third (we named window 2) is mounted close to the outlet. These two windows serve to investigate the velocity profiles for
swirling flow with vortex rope and for swirling flow with variable jet control discharges. All three windows were mounted in order
to not disturb the flow from the test section. So W0 axis was mounted where the curvature of the slope on the wall is zero, W1 and
W2 axes were mounted normally to the wall of the test section. A sketch with the position of the axis on the test section is
presented in Fig. 2. For window 0 (W0) were measured 31 points between the wall of the measuring mirror and the wall of the
nozzle with a step size by 1 mm. In window 1 (W1) were measured 113 points with a step size by 1 mm and on window 2 (W2)
were measured 140 points with a similar step size.

Fig. 2. Closed loop experimental test rig and the swirl apparatus with the main parts: swirl generator and the test section
The experimental investigation was performed with a Laser Doppler Velocimetry system capable for measuring two velocity
components simultaneously. The LDV system consists in an argon-ion source with 300 mW power and an optical fiber who guide
the beams to the flow. The main characteristics of the LDV are: focal length of the probe 159,6 mm; beam diameter 2,2 mm; beam
spacing 39,2 mm. For the probe positioning a 3D traversing system is installed, with 0,01 mm accuracy on each axis. In order to
have a good accuracy of the measurements were performed alignments and checks on the test section and for the optical system.
The alignments consisted by alignments of the laser beams, alignments of the test section and for the optical windows. In order to
check the measured velocity, we performed different analyses to validate the velocity values. Also was made a study in order to
identify how many particles are necessary to be used in order to have a good accuracy in the measurements. We establish that for
our swirling flow configuration, for each point is necessary to measure 5000 particles in 15 seconds acquisition time and were
used silver particles with 10 µm diameter.
From the investigation of pressure pulsations for decelerated swirling flow and for swirling flow with water injection [4] was
concluded that the pressure fluctuations decrease suddenly with more than 50% accordingly with Fig. 3. This suddenly decreasing
is registered for all investigated levels from the conical diffuser at a critical water jet injection. Even if the jet discharge is
increasing, the pressure pulsations remain constants. The value of jet discharge was by approximately 11,6% from the main flow
rate and the sudden drop was registered in all four levels from the divergent part of the test section at the same value. Accordingly
with the decreasing of the pressure amplitudes, also the frequency of the flow registered a similar drop. The main goal for this
research is to analyse the velocity fluctuations in order to observe a similar drop in velocity fluctuations from the test section. In
order to achieve this, velocity measurements were performed.
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Fig. 3. The dimensionless amplitude depending on the value of jet discharge measured in four levels from the test section, the
sudden drop registered at 0.116 jet discharge from the main flow rate

4. Laser Doppler Velocimetry investigations
From the velocity measurements were calculated for the first time the mean velocity profiles. The mean velocity was computed
for each point with the equation:
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The measured data and the analyzed data will be presented in dimensionless terms using the following reference values:
 the minimum radius from the convergent-divergent test section: Rthroat  0,05m


the mean velocity from the throat is computed with equation: vthroat 
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Fig. 4. Survey axis for W0 from the convergent part of the test section and meridian-circumferential measured averaged velocity
for W0
A first analysis consisted by measurements of the averaged velocity profile in convergent part of the test section. With black
we have represented the meridian velocity and with red the circumferential velocity. From the first analysis of meridian velocity
profile is observed that close to the wall of the test section (for dimensionless representation of survey axis represents 0) is an
excess of velocity and close to the wall of the nozzle is a velocity deficit. The velocity configuration corresponds exactly for a
hydraulic turbine operated at partial discharge. The next graphs presented in Fig. 5 will describe the evolution of averaged
velocities for different swirling flow configurations: swirling flow with vortex rope, swirling flow with partial water injection and
swirling flow with optimum water injection for W1 and W2 from the divergent part of the test section.
For the case of swirling flow with vortex rope, meridian velocity has a velocity deficit in the middle of the survey axis.
According to the theory proposed by Nishi et al. [10], the spiral vortex rope is formed between the main flow area which is close
to the draft tube cone walls and the staled area which is formed in the middle of draft tube cone. From this theory results that we
have a helical vortex rope which is developed in all length of the conical diffuser.
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Fig. 5. Meridian and circumferential averaged velocity profiles for W1 and W2 in the case of swirling flow with vortex rope
and different water jet discharges
When water is injected, first at partial discharge (10% discharge from the main flow rate), the meridian velocity deficit
disappear. The water jet fills completely the staled region and consequently the vortex rope disappears on W1. At optimum water
jet (13% discharge from the main flow rate), in the middle of the survey axis is a velocity excess and also in circumferential
velocity profile is observed that the flow similar with a solid body rotation transformed into a flow only with a meridian
component. This it means that in the centre of the conical diffuser we will have only a meridian component, the circumferential
component being negligible.

5. Analysis of unsteady velocity
After the measurements of averaged velocity profiles, a second analysis was to evaluate the variation velocity fluctuations for
each point from all three survey axis. The interest in analysing the velocity fluctuations was given by the pressure pulsations
measurements [4], were the pressure fluctuations have a sudden drop in all length of the cone when the water is injected at a
critical jet discharge. In order to achieve a good result, the velocity signal must have a critical number of measured samples in a
period of time. Accordingly to a good signal we will obtain the variation of random mean square correctly. From our velocity
measurements is presented in Fig. 6, a velocity fluctuation (with blue) and the samples in order to have a correct signal:

Fig. 6. Measured velocity signal at 10 mm from the wall of the test section for W1.
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After the checking the samples in order to obtain a correct velocity fluctuation, was performed an analysis on the variation of
the random mean square (RMS) for each point from the survey axis. The variation of the RMS was calculated with formula:
N 1
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Accordingly with the Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the next graphs will present the variations of RMS for the meridian and circumferential
velocity for different swirl configurations. Also on each graph was tried to identify the flow domains depending by the flow from
our conical diffuser.

Fig. 7. The variation of the random mean square velocity for each point from survey axis W0
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Fig. 8. The variation of the random mean square velocity for each point from survey axis W1 in different flow configurations
From the variation of the RMS for W0 in the case of meridian velocity, in the middle of the survey axis is observed an increase,
which is given by the transition of the free runner from working as a pump close to periphery into a turbine close to the centre.
Also the position of the transition area on the survey axis leads to the conclusion that the free runner has a turbine area larger then
pumping area.
In the case of swirling flow with vortex rope for meridian velocity is observed that for the main flow area we have a small
variation of the RMS. In the velocity deficit area we have a quasi stagnant region and even if the mean velocity is close to zero the
velocity fluctuations are higher. The major variations can be found in transition area in the place where is found the vortex rope.
Once that water is injected all the velocity variations starts to decrease, reaching that at the optimum water jet discharge to have a
decrease of the velocity fluctuations by 40% in transition area where is found the vortex rope. Also from a small main flow area in
the case of swirling flow with vortex rope (approximately 35% from the length of the survey axis W1) is reaching to a flow area
who occupies approximately 60% from the length of the survey axis in the case of optimum water injection. Having a large main
flow area, the conical diffuser will recover much more energy leading to increasing the pressure recovery coefficient [2].

6. Conclusions
The paper presented experimental investigations with Laser Doppler Velocimetry in a conical diffuser with swirling flow. Were
analysed the averaged velocity profiles and velocity fluctuations. Two components of velocity were measured simultaneously on
three survey axis mounted on the test section. From the first measurements were established the averaged velocity profiles. For
each point from the survey axis was analysed the velocity fluctuation, in order to observe how is modifying according to the flow
from the conical diffuser. Besides averaged velocities were analysed the velocity fluctuations in order to observe if we have a
sudden decrease similar from unsteady pressure measurements [4].
For the case of swirling flow with vortex rope, was observed a large variation in velocity fluctuations close to the symmetry
axis of the cone in the case of circumferential velocity due to the stagnation region. In the case of meridian velocity, large
variations are registered at the boundary between the stagnation region (close to the symmetry axis) and the main flow area (close
to the test section walls) where is formed the vortex rope. At partial water injection (in our case 10% jet discharge) the velocity
fluctuations begin to decrease for both velocity components. For the case of swirling flow with optimum jet injection (in our case
13% jet discharge) both velocity fluctuations reach a minimum value. Also from velocity fluctuations analysis was established that
we don’t have a sudden decrease similar from pressure measurements.
However the paper shown that with water injection besides reducing the pressure pulsations from the draft tube cone, also the
velocity fluctuations are reducing. The most important decrease is registered at the boundary layer between the main flow area
(close to the test section walls) and the stagnation area (close to the symmetry axis area).
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Nomenclature
N
Q
Rthroat
Vthroat

Number of measured samples for each point [-]
Main volume flow rate [m3/s]
Minimum radius from the test section [ m]
Reference velocity corresponding to minimum radius
from the test section [m/s]

ui

Velocity sample [m/s]
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Mean velocity [m/s]
Random mean square velocity [m/s]

uRMS
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